THE ORION DRAGON TEMPLE OF UR
nd

The 2 association was an astronomical relationship that the 3 chambers of the Ur Ziggurat corresponded to the belt stars of Orion. What this study further presents is that based on the template of Orion upon the ancient city core of the Ziggurat of Ur, the temple itself is patterned to represent the ‘Cosmic Dragon’ nebula that is on the ley-line of Orion’s anthropomorphic outline. This ‘Cosmic Serpent’ is referred to the Horseshow nebula but many see it as a masked flying red
dragon sort of composition given the apparent appearance of it. Thus it is this highly suggested by this study that the ancient rulers of Ur know or had prior knowledge of this astronomical construct that was impossible for such people to
know or ascertain without the aid of a powerful magnifying telescope.
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A mere direct eye observation on the most
clearest of night skies would not have
determined this. This supposition thus also
suggests that the rulers of Ur had this Orion
celestial map configuration given to them by
those that either came from there or knew in
some direct way that such a ‘Cosmic Dragon’
nebula was adjacent the belt of Orion. Could
this knowledge have been part of the secrets
the Fallen Angels gave to Humanity as stated
in the books of Genesis and Enoch? It would
seem apparently so. The city-state of Ur in
ancient Iraq was thought to be part of the
original founding cities that Nimrod established
along with Babylon after the Flood of Noah.
Interestingly, it is adjacent a modern day
military base that Saddam Hussein built and
subsequently the US led invasion of Iraq later
built up and ran.
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This supposition would be in line with the other ancient storylines of temples build to the ‘Shining One’ or ‘Flying Serpent’
god that came down from Orion and/or the Pleiades. This ancient motif and cosmological construct is seen in the Temple of
Quetzalcoatl in Teotihuacan. Could this ‘Serpent’ or Dragon like nebula that is at a 33 degree angle from the Orion belt stars as it is
in Ur with the Ziggurat a possible abode of Lucifer before his fall? Are such places going to be part or partial of the ‘Principalities
and Powers on High’ that will be vacated as Lucifer and his Fallen Angelic minions are expunged forever from their ‘thrones’ and
estates to make room for the Bride of Christ to instead be given over as the spoils of Jesus Christ’s victory over sin, death and
Lucifer? Such possible associations ascribed to Orion corroborate the long standing supposition by other Bible and non-Biblical
researchers.
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